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University, before teaching at the University of Florida.

In 1968, he devoted himself entirely to free-lance writing, using such pseudonyms as Natalie Preston Barker, recipient of the In February his first novel, "he opposition if the GSC insisted on *****, but had more than 90 poems published, and is awaiting the publication this Spring of a collection of his poems, "The Children of Children." In February his first novel, "The Sophomore," will appear.

Spiritual first aid, when questioned as to the character and role of the Humanities Department at MIT. Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the Literature section of the Humanities Department" where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust" and modern authors themselves. For which involves classes taught by students.

"MIT offered to take me in, but I decided to develop our own style." Indeed, such action proved threatening attempt to disrupt the weeks are reflected by his state-

"I was promised a room in Ashdown House" and is " awaiting the decision." The House Executive Committee, it is said, "decided to remain uncommitted until the graduate students have their say - if they have one." It is hoped that in these early stages of a collection of his poems, "The Children of Children." In February his first novel, "The Sophomore," will appear.

"American" very much like a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact.

Professor Spacks feels, "look to the graduate students. The new is the GSC non-representative body. AHEC submits that the GSC is not truly a representative body since a majority of the members of GSC are not elected and furthermore since that body has never submitted a constitution to the students for ratification, it is not truly a representative body of the graduate students.

In 1959, he evoked himself even further by writing: "When I first came to MIT, it was a very different place. The student body was small and cohesive. There were no fraternities, and the students were much more independent. But today, it's not like that anymore. The place is much larger, and there are more distractions."

Although his endeavors ranged from Playboy to the Department of Psychology, Professor Spacks has never failed to recognize his debt to the Humanities Department. For it was in the Humanities Department that he first began to develop his own style of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact. Discarding "all dry as dust," Professor Spacks spoke enthusiastically of "a new atmosphere in the literature section of the Humanities Department," where "we are developing our own style" of teaching and faculty-student contact.

Professor Spacks' writing interests are reflected by his statement that "when I take off my teaching clothes and slip on my sneakers," it is usually to write poetry which "is the staple of my output." In fact, he has had more than 90 poems published, and is awaiting the publication this Spring of a collection of his poems, "The Children of Children." In February his first novel, "The Sophomore," will appear.

Harkness takes seat The lightweight lamps of the world... SONY RADIOS AND TELEVISIONS Indoors, outdoors, on land, on sea, and on the air, Sony scores a technical knock-out with these miniature portables. Great contenders, they're power-packed to give heavyweight performance anywhere, anytime. For a ringside seat, visit the Sony's Mezzanine Floor, Main Building, and see these little champions in action!

SONY SUNSET (700 U)

This traveling set ... take it on a picnic, boating trip, to your ski lodge. Special 7" screen measured diagonally, shows a great picture even in bright sun, light. With 19 transistors, front speaker, instant picture and sound, this set operates on AC battery pack or 12v auto/boat battery. Weighs only 6.5 pounds. Comes with AC cord, earphone, snap-on protective cover, sun visor and external antenna connector. Black or white. Size: 7" H x 9 3/8" W x 5 3/4" D. Low competitive price!

SONY MICRO TV (500 U)

This 9.8 pounder plays beautifully wherever you are. Brilliant monochrome 5" screen, measures diagonal, shows a picture that's sharp and clear. Indoors this set's 22-transistor circuitry is unrivaled for pulling power. It has its own built-in antenna. Tunes both UHF and VHF. Portable operation on AC battery pack or 12v auto/boat battery. Size: 12 1/2" H x 18 1/2" W x 13 1/4" D. Low competitive price!

Radio and Television Department

THE TECH COOP
81 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Regular Hours: 8:00 - 5:30 PM, Mon. - Fri. / Sat. 9:20 - 6 PM
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